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It is well known that the fundamental existence theorem for the initial- 
value problem for an ordinary differential equation with continuous right- 
hand side (Peano’s theorem) cannot be validly generalized to equations in 
an infinite-dimensional Banach space (Dieudonne [Z]; see [ 1; Exam- 
ple 2.11); there is, indeed, no infinite-dimensional Banach space to which it 
can be generalized (Godunov [3]). What about the analogous question 
concerning the assertion, valid for finite dimension, that “Uniqueness 
implies continuous dependence on the initial state?” (Uniqueness here 
means the existence of at most one noncontinuable solution for each initial 
time and state.) Since we have not found this question addressed in the 
literature, we have devised an example of an autonomous equation, in an 
infinite-dimensional Banach space, for which the implication fails in a 
strong way. 
We denote by N the set of all nonzero natural numbers. Then R” denotes 
the linear space of all sequences of real numbers, and I” denotes the 
Banach space of all bounded sequences, with the supremum norm. For 
each m E N we denote by e, the unit vector in I” defined by (e,), : = 6,, 
for all 12 E N. We denote the identity function and the square-root function 
from [0, co [ to [0, cc [ by z and ,/‘, respectively. Functional composition 
is indicated by 0. 
EXAMPLE. We define the isotone sequence (f” 1 n E IV) of Lipschitzian 
functions from [0, co[ to [0, a[ by the rule 
fn : = inf{nr, J} for all n E N. 
This sequence is majorized by J, and is uniformly equicontinuous, since 
it is equicontinuous at 0 and each term is isotone and concave. 
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For every n E f+J and TE [0, co [, the initial-value problem (on [O, co [) 
u’ =fnou, u(0) = r (1) 
has exactly one noncontinuable solution, sincef, is Lipschitzian; we denote 
this solution by $,,,. Now b,+, = 0; for r E 10, co [, b,,l is majorized by the 
unique noncontinuable solution ((z + 2 $)/2)* of the initial-value problem 
u’ = J-4 u(O) = r, 
since 0 <f, < J. We conclude that the domain of d,,, is [0, co [ and that 
for all n E IV and all I E [0, co [. (2) 
We also observe that, for every n E N and Y E [0, co [, #,,, is isotone. Since 
.fn and ,f g a ree on [l/n*, co[, it follows that 
for all n E N and all r E [l/n*, cc [. (3) 
Since (f, 1 n E fA) is majorized by J. we may define the mapping g from 
I” to I” by the rule 
g(x), : = fn(lxnl 1 sgn x, for all n E fV and all x E 1”. 
Since (f, 1 n E tV ) is uniformly equicontinuous, g is uniformly continuous. 
We consider the initial-value problem (on [0, co [ ) 
0’ ‘gall, v(O) = Y (4) 
for each y E I”. Comparison with (1) makes it plain that a mapping v from 
an interval of the form [0, s[ to RN is a solution of (4) if and only if (a) v, 
agrees with b+“, sgn y, on [0, s[ for every n E N, and (b) v(t) E I” for each 
TV [0, s[. But (2) shows that (a) implies (b). It follows that (4) has exactly 
one noncontinuable solution, that the domain of this solution is [0, oo[, 
and that this solution, which we denote by $,,, is given by 
(~.A : = kly., w Y, for all n E N for each y E I”. (5) 
For each m E t’V we set z, : = (l/m*) e, E I”. The sequence (z, 1 m E N) in 
I” converges to 0. However, by (3) and (5), 
(~zm)n=Ln T * ( > for all m, n E N, 
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so that I[$,,,,11 = ((z + 2/m)/2)2 > (1/2)2 for all m E N. We therefore conclude 
that for every t E 10, cc [ the sequence (ICI=,(t) 1 m E N) fails to converge to 
0 = tiO( t). Thus the dependence of the solution $, of (4) on the initial state 
y fails very badly to be continuous at 0. 
A concluding query: the Banach space I” is neither separable nor 
reflexive; is this significant for the failure of the assertion “Uniqueness 
implies continuous dependence,” or does this assertion, like the existence 
assertian, fail for every infinite-dimensional Banach space? 
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